
HANDWRITING ACTIVITIES FOR PRESCHOOL

10 Pre-Writing Activities for Preschoolers to help them build strength in their hands.

Well, those dot-to-dot worksheets actually help build pre-writing skills! So all the parents need to do is to give
their child lots of opportunity to practice those skills using other ways! And he feels much more confident in
writing. You can employ multiple types of sensory materials for tracing letters. For complete instructions,
click on the image. Click here to download this glitter glue pre-writing line practice for preschoolers activity.
What prewriting activities have helped your kids strengthen their skills? Bubble Letters Before we can even
begin a formal handwriting curriculum , my son needs to be able to control his writing strokes within a defined
space. Your little learner will be discovering how to spell it. In this way, kids who struggle to use a pencil or a
crayon can use their fingers or a small sponge to trace over your shape and get satisfaction in this way. Then
let your child write with their finger to make letters or designs. Force all the air out of the bag and seal tightly
with packing tape or duct tape. Lacing You can buy lacing cards or create your own from foam sheets or card
stock, like we did in lacing hearts or lacing crowns. You can also poke holes in the top of a plastic container
and have your child place straws inside for another fun prewriting activity. Dominant Hand Many children
will have already selected hand dominance by the age of 2 or 3 if they have been given plenty of opportunities
for fine motor development at home. What prewriting activity would you add to this list? Shaving cream This
classic activity is a great starting place for pre-writers. The tripod grasp is considered to be the most efficient
because it allows the greatest amount of finger movement and thus control over the writing tool; it is the least
fatiguing method for the muscles in the arm and hand. The key to good handwriting is continual practice with
fine motor skills. Writing their name over and over again in different colors to make a rainbow. As an
alternative to sand, you can fill your tray with salt, flour, cornmeal, or rice. If your child has poor handwriting,
it may be they need more practice with fine motor skills. Provide spring loaded clothespins and encourage
children to clip clothes or pictures on a line. Peg or Straw Prewriting Activity Any basic fine motor activity
where your child is holding an object similar to how they would hold a pencil helps build grip strength.


